Editorial by 
Foreword:
Welcome to the first edition
G'day  pythonistas.  Welcome  to  the  first  edition  of  the  The  Python 
Papers. 
This journal came about from the conspicuous absence of a vehicle for 
quality-reviewed  art-icles  around  which  a  comm-unity  may  be 
structured. In order to enc-ourage people who may be using Python in 
an amateur context, in their profession or academically, a community is 
required  such  that  current  knowledge  may  be  propagated  and 
contribution encouraged.
Therefore the  first task at  hand is I  think to describe the purpose  and 
scope of this magazine.
The Python Papers represents the efforts  of Australian (indeed Melbournian)  Python en-thusiasts 
who are excited by the technology and want to help it flourish. Despite the common hometown of 
the editorial board, it is hoped that the journal will reach a worldwide audience.
In finding  and including content, we are looking  to  mix in reader  stories  and  feedback,  articles 
addressing specific areas of python (such as recipes) etc, code reviews of problem code, and also 
peer-reviewed academic articles.
As we are only a small team, we rely on reader support to drive content and take part in bringing 
each edition of the magazine to fruition.
This edition,  perhaps understandably, draws its  content from those  near to  (and including!)  the 
editorial team. It is hoped that this offering will encourage others to contribute articles so that we 
can expand our horizons.
This journal offers a forum for both informal and formal publication, so that whatever the level of 
interest, readers and authors can be engaged.
Oh, and don't forget to check out our blog for regular announcements:
http://pyjournal.cgpublisher.com/
We welcome feedback in the blog comments.
Introducing The Team
Tennessee Leeuwenburg – Editor-in-Chief
Tennessee Leeuwenburg is a software develo-per working at the Australian Bureau of Met-eorology 
on  automatic  text  generation  of  weather  forecasts.  Prior  to  this  he  spent  time  working  on 
meteorological data transfer standards in the form of the OpenDAP database system.
Maurice Ling – Associate Editor
Maurice Ling  is  a PhD candidate  in  the department  of  Zoology of the  University  of  Melbourne 
working  on  text  analysis  of  bio-logical  literature  for  the  purpose  of  under-standing  hormone 
interactions in the mouse mammary cell.
Richard Jones – Associate Editor
Richard is Common Ground's Senior Software Devvolume
eloper  with 10  years' broad experience  working with multiple  languages and tools  in web-based 
management  systems,  data  ar-chive,  meta-data  systems,  business  systems,  e-commerce  and 
communications.  He  also  runs  the  bi-annual  PyWeek  Game  Program-ming  Challenge and  is 
involved with the organisation of the Open Source Developer's Conference in Melbourne, Australia.
Mike DeWhirst – Technical Assistant
Mike has been very helpful in providing mailing list facilities and collaboration tools while setting 
up this publication.
Stephanie Chong – Design Assistant
One of Stephanie's first comments on the The Python Papers was “how can we make it  prettier?” 
We hired her on the spot.
Stephanie is currently studying Arts/Law at the University of Melbourne.
Contacting The Python Papers
The editor may be contacted via email at:
editor@tennessee.id.au
